
MY FLEA HAS DOGS 
 
                  G 
my flea has dogs 
                          Em 
he dont know it's wrong 
C                    D 
oh my flea has dogs 
 
G 
collies terriers pugs and poodles 
      Em 
the leashes get mixed up like noodles 
C                    D                G 
he must have about ninety nine 
G 
afghan long hairs and little cocker spaniels 
Em 
all of them are named Daisy or Daniel 
      C                    D                       G 
and all of them are his and none are mine 
        G 
they yip and yap and howl at the moon 
        Em 
they bark at midnight bark at noon 
C                      D                  G 
when they go parading at the mall 
G 
chihuahuas chow chows canadian pointers 
Em 
all crowd around and obscure their owner 
C                              D                    G 
sometimes you can't see that flea at all 
 
G 
my flea has dogs 
                          Em 
he dont know it's wrong 
C                    D 
oh my flea has dogs 



SOLO - G/D/Em/Bm/C/G/C/D/Em/Bm/Am/D/Em/Bm/C/Cm 
 
G 
dachshund doberman and dalmatian 
Em 
twenty at a time in high rotation 
C                    D                             G 
imagine all the food that they must eat 
G 
Italian greyhounds and Irish setters 
Em 
out in the sunshine or in the wetter weather 
        C                       D                          G 
they all come running when they hear my flea 
G 
a flea with dogs now that's ridiculous 
Em 
even if you were very meticulous 
C                          D                      G 
you couldn't find another bug with mutts 
G 
sharpe shih tzu shiba inu 
Em 
whippet weimaraner two by two 
C                    D                            G 
how did this little flea get all these pups? 
 
G 
my flea has dogs 
                          Em 
he dont know it's wrong 
C    D 
oh       my flea has (x2) 
C    D                     G 
oh       my flea has dogs 
D   G   D    G    D    G 
my li - ttle flea has dogs 
 
B            G              D                  G 
little flea little dogs little flea little dogs 


